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Fear keeps the truth away from his brothers. Fear and pain keeps him away from the man he

loves.Hawks MC member Maddox Ã¢â‚¬Å“BeastÃ¢â‚¬Â• Lawson had a difficult time growing up.

Tired of being ridiculed because of his effed-up brain-to-mouth connection, it was easier to say

nothing at all. Living in silence worked out just fine until that b*tch called Fate took his hearing, not

only that, but she also threw him into the arms of the man who refuses to acknowledge that one hot

night they shared.Jay Conger, Knife to his brothers, loves pussy. Licking, fingering, screwing,

heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll take it any way itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s offered. After one surprising night with Beast, to say

heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s freaked out is an understatement. Hell, even bananas have taken on a new meaning,

and thinking about a certain someoneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s body is too much. Unable to think straight, Knife is

at an impasse, not only with his traitorous desire but with his heart.  Both lives are going to change.

Only will it be for the better?
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This author is one of my all time favs and she writes MC books so fabulously. She did not disappoint

with this book though she has never let me down with any of the storylines in this series. This book's



subject matter is done beautifully. This is an M/M book involving two characters with names Beast

and Knife. How can you go wrong with that?!! This story covers topics that include learning

differences, sexuality, hearing loss, sign language, and parenting. It also has the wonderful topic of

friendship and the challenging journey of any kind of relationship. Yes it is an MC book so it has

some darker elements but what was really surprising to me were the touching moments. I guess I

shouldn't assume since it is about two men that they are not able to show an emotional side. My

bad!!! I definitely recommend this book and the entire series. Yes this book can be read as a stand

alone but boo hoo if you don't read them all. Happy Reading!!!!

4.5 stars, would have given it five if the book at been longer, in fact this one needs a sequel, after

discovering mm, I've found it hard to find good books, well written books with characters that I want

to re-read. This book was fun, as in funny, passionate, loving, but I needed more, I want more of

these 2, in fact I want another baby for them it would be funny to see them choose a woman to have

their baby, to go through the whole process, siiiiigh, yes I know, but I can dream. Lila needs to think

about doing more alpah male mm books, friends to lovers, focus on that along with her Mc stories ;)

I love friends to lovers or gay for you and LIla does beautifully, thank you for giving us this story and

here is hoping that you'll read this review and well get inspired, maybe a figherfighters, still not at

the risk of you shuttting down your Mc series because they rock. THANKS.

I loved Beast and Knife!! What's not to like, you've got two alpha males both hot-as-f**k from the

cover and their descriptions, add in the fact their bikers and there's a surprise baby and a dog then

you've got a great read! It starts out with Beast at one of the lowest points in his life and the way it

was written you want to reach out and try to help shoulder his burden and to make everything better

and with Knife being a bit of a d-bag at the time (cause he's scared and you know how some guys

act when they get scared smh) you're a little unsure of how things will workout. But like Lila Rose

has done in everything else I've read of hers she doesn't leave you hanging too long she manages

to weave a web that as a reader you get stuck in until you've finished the book in one sitting

because you can't stop until you find out what happens!!

Oh this was equal parts heartbreaking and exhilarating and I totally enjoyed this latest in Ms. Rose's

Hawks MC series! Knife and Beast are friends, best friends actually, able to get what the other is

"saying" without words. One night of passion during a run has Knife running fast and far from Beast

and when Beast faces a life-altering crisis, he finds himself without his friend by his side.But....things



change and while Beast is immersed in feeling sorry for himself on many levels, his Hawks brothers

are stepping up and learning what they need to in order to be there for HIM.Funny, hot, poignant -

so many things happened in this book that it kept this reader guessing!

Lila Rose has done it again!!! Hear Me Out was everything I knew it could be. I am having a really

hard time finding the words to say just how much I loved this story. Beast and Knife are both

hardcore bikes and the fact that they fall for each other in no way takes away from that. Watching

the struggle they go through to find their forever was full of all the feels readers have come to expect

from this author! Throw in the extra components of Beast's hearing loss and the news that gets

dropped on Knife and you have the makings of another fantastic book by one of my very favorite

authors!!!Thank you, once again Lila Rose, for another awesome book!!!

Knife and Beast are truly magnetic and together they are explosive, but then you add in Nevah and

it is magic!! This is the only book I've read in this series but I still loved it. I wasn't lost not knowing

the other characters but now I will have to go read their stories too!! At times my heart truly broke for

Beast and his situation him learning to deal with his situation, and at time Knife was a pain but they

came together and it was the best. This book had me absolutely cracking up at times too!! Good

book would defiantly recommend this read for lovers of MM romances.

This book was amazing, I freaking loved it.. of course their were times that I wanted to slap or punch

one of the guys. But honestly beast and knife was so beautiful to see come together! And throw in

nevaeh and two bikers going la la of 7 month little girl!! I loved this book, I cried, smiled and wanted

to throw things... then laughed my butt off.. especially the wax scene.. "Mensa hold me " was

priceless! I can't wait to see what going to happen next!!!!!! You really out did yourself mrs. Rose!

This is my first book by this author and it won't be my last. I was surprised at how much I enjoyed

this book. I don't usually read m/m romances but I'm glad I read this one. I didn't want to put this

one down nor did I want it to end. The story was beautifully written and while it had heartbreak it

also had a little bit of humor thrown in.*I voluntarily read and reviewed an advanced copy of this

book*
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